New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Cop Out Bruce Willis and Tracy Morgan team up for the Warner Bros. police
buddy movie Cop Out in this Kevin Smith-directed production. From a script by
Robb and Mark Cullen, the story centers around police detectives Jimmy
(Willis), a no-B.S. divorced dad, and Paul (Morgan), a crazy-talking loose
cannon. Despite nine years as partners, the two lawmen can still sometimes
seem like polar opposites -- especially when Paul's unpredictable antics get
them suspended without pay. Already strapped for cash and trying to pay for his
daughter's wedding, Jimmy decides to sell a rare baseball card that's worth tens
of thousands. Unfortunately, when the collector's shop is robbed and the card
vanishes with the crook, Paul and Jimmy end up going rogue, tracking down the
card and the drug ring behind its theft, all on their own time, and without any
backup except for each other. Warner
Batman Under The Red Hood Batman faces his ultimate challenge as the
mysterious Red Hood takes Gotham City by firestorm. One part vigilante, one
part criminal kingpin, Red Hood begins cleaning up Gotham with the efficiency
of Batman, but without following the same ethical code. Killing is an option.
And when the Joker falls in the balance between the two, hard truths are
revealed and old wounds are reopened. Warner
White Collar Season One In this clever and thrilling new TV series, charming
con man Neal Caffrey (Matt Bomer) escapes from a maximum security prison,
only to be recaptured by his nemesis, FBI Agent Peter Burke (Tim DeKay).With
few options, Caffrey agrees to help the bureau bring down other elusive
criminals in exchange for his eventual freedom. But before long, Caffrey finds
himself playing a game of cat and mouse with those who want him back in
prison or dead. Co-starring Tiffani Thiessen (Beverly Hills, 90210), White
Collar is sewn with surprising twists, engaging characters and riveting
excitement. Fox
The Dawn of War The Early Battles of WWII takes viewers to the front lines of
the European, the Pacific and the African theatres of the deadliest conflict in
human history. Entire hours are devoted to the rise of the Axis powers, the
horrific battle over Stalingrad, the diplomatic pleas and military ambushes that
would unite the Allies and much more. This compelling 11-part series chronicles
the first half of this global ilitary conflict in a masterfully scripted presentation
filled with rare and authentic archive footage produced by internationally
acclaimed documentarian, Pacific Media. Featuring rare and never-before-seen
footage from the most important early battles of WWII including: Battle of
Britain, Pearl Harbor, Stalingrad El Alamein and much, much more! Hitler: The
Wolf - A survey of Hitler's early years, Nazism and his appointment as
Chancellor and the men in his Government. The Onset: The German-Soviet
Expansion - The Munich Agreement, German invasion of Poland and the
Russian invasion of Poland and Finland (the Winter War). The F hrer's Revenge
- German invasion of Denmark and Norway and the drive on Western Europe.
The Battle of Britain - Operation Sea Lion and the struggle for Great Britain's
skies. The Battle of the Atlantic - German submarine and surface sea warfare
against the Allied Fleet. The Desert Fox - North-African battles between the
Axis and the Allied armies, Rommel and his Afrika Korps, the air assault on
Crete and the invasion of Malta. The Invasion of the Soviet Union - German
troops invade the Soviet Union and move rapidly forward on all fronts. Their
main objectives are Moscow, Leningrad and Stalingrad. Mr. President, What
About the Japanese? - Assault on Pearl Harbor, Singapore, the Philippines,
Doolittle and the B-25s. Midway: Change of Course - After the naval battle in
Midway, USA regains the leading drive of the war in the Pacific. Stalingrad The struggle for the city of Stalingrad went into history as the most sanguinary
battle of all times and it meant the beginning of the end for the Third Reich's
armies. The Desert Rats - The men of 3rd RHA being inspected by Montgomery,
counter-offensive in North Africa and Operation Torch. Mill Creek
Victory by Air Almost as soon as Orville and Wilbur Wright achieved the first
successful, powered, piloted flight, aeroplanes were drafted for military use, and
the rules of war were forever changed. This compelling documentary series
follows the history of the aerial assault vehicle from the creation of the
aeroplane to its militarization during World War I and the Russian Revolution.
Viewers learn that it was the Spanish Civil War that served as the testing ground
for the German airplanes of the Third Reich in the lead-up to the Second World
War. With remarkable narration and incredible archival footage, including many
never-before-seen sequences, this groundbreaking 5-part series is a complete
historical overview from 1900 to 1945. Historical Feats & Aviation Legends!
The Pioneers - In 1903 the Wright Brothers gave the definitive push to aviation,
which later, with the arrival of the First World War, was increased with the
development of the aeronautic industry. Monoplanes - Once the Great War was
over, a good number of pilots focused in achieving all the challenges imposed
by aeronautic engineers. WWII - The Struggle for Airspace - The Spanish Civil
War served as a test field for the German planes of the Third Reich. All around
the world, planes increased their performance. WWII - Technological
Improvements - The Race to dominate the skies of the world causes the creation
of multiple models that changes war strategies. New Aircraft, New Weapons,
New Frontiers - During WWII the battle fronts reach further into the globe from
North Africa to the Pacific Rim changing the range, types, and amount of planes
needed to be produced. Mill Creek
Hunter Complete Series Take a hard-nosed, strong-willed, undercover cop
outraged by crime and the loopholes in the United States justice system and
team him up with a sexy, no-nonsense policewoman whose unorthodox tactics
sometimes rival his own, and you get Hunter! This special collection includes
all 152 episodes of this 3-time Emmy nominated series on 28 DVDs and
features such guest stars as: George Clooney, Eric Estrada, Jesse Ventura,
Dennis Franz, Brian Dennehy, Ed O'Neill, Bruce Davison, Garrett Morris, Jerry
Orbach, Lauren Lane, Isaac Hayes and hundreds more! Fred Dryer stars as
LAPD detective, Rick Hunter, who ruled Saturday nights for 7 highly successful
seasons on NBC with a quick gun, an iron fist, a hair-trigger temper and a law
all his own. The stunning Stepfanie Kramer brought an edgy attitude as Hunter's
partner, Sgt. Dee Dee "The Brass Cupcake" McCall during the series first six
seasons. Throughout all their action-packed exploits, this dynamic duo remaine.
All Seven Seasons are included in this set. Mill Creek
College, Inc. Uncovering the truth about for-profit colleges and universities,
this Frontline episode investigates the schools' powerful recruitment methods,
convenient online curriculum, connections to Wall Street and astronomical
revenues. Through interviews with former students, employees and education
experts, this program questions whether such institutions of higher learning
improve the lives of their graduates or simply saddle them with debt. PBS

